
 

“Dance meditation can be a way to inner and outer peace”. 

How do you experience this in your life? 

 

I found myself saying, “Better go and pray this”. For me that’s the connection with the 

interior space that finds expression in and through dance. Out of the depth, out of inner 

stillness comes movement.  

The moment of stillness before dancing is a threshold moment, a time of transition, a 

moment when one can only be aware, fully present so that the response to the music is a 

response to an inner spiritual impulse. There is something profound in dancing a spiral 

either using three steps forward and a rock back, in a way symbolising that ebb and flow of 

life itself; or two steps and a touch, a moment of stillness, of reflection. Both draw the body 

and inner awareness to the core of our being, an inner space, the place of encounter with 

God. Our interior landscape must affect our outer awareness for the dance of life also 

demands this attitude.  

 

Not all dances take me to that sacred space. Some lead to feelings of contentment, an inner 

smile which expresses itself in a different rhythm, what Daniel O’Leary might describe as 

being swept into something bigger than yourself, or Oscar Wilde; ‘…all life comes crowding 

into a single hour…the present moment…or the ever present now’.  

Life can be lived on the surface, rushed responses to the moment. Dance meditation offers 

an invitation to another level of awareness. Friedel Kloke Eibl’s dance ‘Between Worlds’ 

draws me to reflect on that response to life, it is a dance of alignment between inner and 

outer purpose, the past, future and present. Danced with intent it anticipates a response. 

‘Stufen’ is another meditation on call and response. The pull towards the centre of the circle 

with arm movements drawn from the circle of life are grounded in a moment of stillness 

when the arms and hands open, crossing over those next to you, they then open out to 

circle again and at the crown the body pivots drawing the hands down. The sequence will 

begin again and end mid movement symbolic not only of the not knowing when life will end 

but also, I think, of many interrupted actions or conversations of the day  

 

Dance meditation is a gift to the dance of life. 

 

Lorraine Pratt, GB 

 

 

 

 

 


